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Happy New Year! 
 

It was an exciting holiday season for UMATT 

as frame designs were finally realized, testing has 

begun, and a new year awaits us. That said, in this 

issue of TTM we will talk about parts ordered, parts 

to be ordered, the results of our initial designs, 

where we are with our deadlines, and pre-testing. 

 

 
Rear drive-train frame. 

Part Orders 
 

Initially we set out to have our first set of parts 

ordered by December 1
st
. This was later pushed to 

the 8
th

. Ultimately the date we ordered parts was 

December 10
th

 due to design reworking. And 

although this did not affect the final outcome of the 

order, this “small” time delay is still worth 

considering for future reference. 

 

The First Building Stage 
 

On December 22
nd

, we received an early 

Christmas gift from MacDon Industries—laser cut 

sheet metal parts! We would like to extend a big 

thank you to MacDon for their generous 

contribution and continued support towards this 

project. 

 

 
Front and rear frames connected. 

Anxious to build the product of their designs, a 

shop day was scheduled the very next day (Dec. 

23
rd

). For the most part, the sheet metal parts fit 

together very nicely. However, there are a couple of 

pieces with minor design flaws which will require 

some modification. 
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Some minor adjustments required. 

Overall, we are very excited with the progress 

we’ve made thus far. But there are still many other 

parts that need to be ordered including: a seat, a gas 

tank, rear axles, wheelie bars, the hitch, a battery, 

and more. 

 

Testing 
 

In other news, the electrical team has begun 

testing sensors using Racepak’s IQ3 equipment in 

preparation for upcoming tests on drive-train 

components. The feedback produced would be a 

great help in tuning the system and optimizing 

performance. 

 

 
Testing electrical “Racepak” RPM sensors. 

 

 

Meeting Deadlines 
 

Although we were a little late in ordering the 

sheet metal parts, we are happy to announce that we 

are on target with our other current goals (as of 

January 8
th

). That is, we plan to have: 

 

 Mechanical design finished by Jan. 18
th

 

 A rolling chassis and the drive-train running 

by Feb. 1
st
 

 Ergonomics design finished by Feb. 1
st
 

 Ballasts design finished by Feb. 22
nd

 

 Tractor built and running March 29
th

 

 

To help maintain these deadlines, UMATT has 

begun the traditional Sunday shop days. During 

these days, members will be working on tractor 

related activities such as preparing a test stand, 

finishing up design work, performing tests, 

renovating the trailer, painting, and many more! 

With that said, we welcome interested parties to 

come by on Sunday afternoons (Noon to 3 is prime 

time) to see our progress. 

 

-- 

 

Be sure to read the February issue for updates on the 

build, testing, sponsorship and more! 

 

 
 


